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Chapter 291: A person who is wise submits to circumstances 

Upon seeing that, Big Brother Green wrinkled his brows. 

Originally, I thought that this little brother of mine would be happy after getting a wife, but from the 

looks of it, this woman is not someone that is easy to deal with, and this little brother of mine is not able 

to handle her at all. 

Would I not know about the temperament of this little brother of mine? He is timid and kindhearted, he 

doesn’t dare to even kill a chicken, and when he sees a pretty girl, he would turn red. No, incorrect, it 

should be that, when he sees someone of the opposite sex, doesn’t matter if the opposite sex is pretty 

or not, he would turn red. 

This Zi Shan, she is indeed pretty, and even more, she is incredibly, incredibly pretty. For such a woman 

like this to suddenly become my little brother’s wife, would this little brother of mine not be happy? To 

be able to have a wife who is so incredibly pretty, one would be able to smile even when they are 

asleep. Unfortunately, how could such a cold and haughty woman be willing to be the wife of this little 

brother of mine? The only reason that this woman isn’t making a scene is because His Honor is there to 

suppress her. 

Wei Chang and Tang Wei were squatting at the side and peeling vegetable leaves, and when Wei Chang 

saw that Little Brother Red’s complexion didn’t look good, he looked towards Zi Shan’s direction. Upon 

seeing Zi Shan who was sitting on the sofa like a big boss, Wei Chang’s expression sunk. 

This woman is still not completely aware of the current situation that she is in right now! 

After wiping his hands on a cloth, Wei Chang stood his body up. 

“Uncle Wei, don’t be angry.” Tang Wei said with concern. 

It has already been quite a number of days, but the wolfberry tea that Uncle Wei has been drinking 

doesn’t seem to have any effect. It seems that I am going to have to find another remedy for Uncle Wei. 

Wei Chang patted onto Tang Wei’s shoulder. 

I am someone who is honorable, if I am able to use my mouth to solve a problem, I definitely wouldn’t 

use my hands. 

After sitting on the sofa, Wei Chang questioned faintly, “Zi Shan, what’s the matter? Not satisfied?” 

Zi Shan said coldly, “You all are not good people!” 

Upon hearing that, Wei Chang laughed lightly. 

“And you, who is a deity, is a good person? To you deities, humans are nothing but insects. But, to His 

Honor, you deities are nothing but insects too.” 

Zi Shan remained silent. 
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After pausing for a moment, Wei Chang continued and said, “Furthermore, it’s not like we kidnapped 

you. If you feel that this is a great humiliation to you, you can feel free to leave right now. As long as you 

exceeded 10 meters, you will be able to free yourself in less than 10 steps.” 

Zi Shan tightly clenched her hands into fists, and looking at her expression, it could be seen that she was 

struggling on making a decision. 

Zi Shan had already tested what would happen if she were to be 10 meters away from Little Brother 

Red. After being 10 meters away from Little Brother Red, the first step that she took, she felt that her 

heart was in sharp pain, and the second step that she took, she felt as if her entire body was going to 

split apart, and afterward, she didn’t dare to take another step forward. 

For her pride, Zi Shan could choose to die, but if she wants to live, she will have to be well-behaved and 

stay within 10 meters of Little Brother Red. 

Zi Shan had two choices, and in the end, to her, just what was more important, her pride, or her life? 

While leaning on the sofa, Wei Chang said, “You deities are precisely hypocritical. I am already used to 

how hypocritical you deities are. You say that I have killed a lot of people, but didn’t you killed quite a 

number of people too just now?” 

“You think that this subordinate of mine isn’t worthy to be your husband, right? Let me tell you the 

truth, this subordinate of mine is able to kill you with just a finger of his. Don’t think that you are 

number one in the world, there are a lot of frightening things that you still haven’t come across yet in 

this life of yours.” 

Zi Shan’s brows were tightly wrinkled. While attentively listening to what Wei Chang said, Zi Shan was 

meticulously planning on just what she should do. 

Wei Chang said in a low voice, “I know what you are thinking, you picked him because you think that he 

is foolish, right? But do you really think that he is truly foolish? He is merely kindhearted, don’t take 

someone who is kindhearted to be someone who is foolish.” 

“Also, don’t think about going back anymore, the fate of you deities has already been decided. Let me 

give you a warning, right now, he is the only one who can save you and protect you. I hope that you will 

treat him a bit better. At the least, you won’t suffer any grievances by being with him!” 

After finish speaking, Wei Chang turned around and walked back to the kitchen, then began chatting 

with Tang Wei while with a smile on his face. 

Zi Shan slowly leaned onto the sofa, and a sense of powerlessness began spreading out to her body from 

her heart. 

While looking at the foolish-looking Little Brother Red, Zi Shan thought to herself, “Is this truly my fate? I 

wasn’t willing to serve upon a prince, and right now, I ended up having to serve upon a human.” 

When Little Brother Red looked towards Zi Shan and saw that Zi Shan was looking at him, he 

immediately turned his gaze away from her, not daring to look face to face with her. 

This was not Little Brother Red being angry, it was merely Little Brother Red being embarrassed. 



Just a while ago, Little Brother Red was still angry at Zi Shan, but the moment he saw that Zi Shan was 

looking at him, he immediately stopped being angry. Little Brother Red was truly a little puppy. 

Looking at how timid his little brother was being, Big Brother Green immediately knew that this little 

brother of his was going to turn into a henpecked male in the future. 

Right now, Ye Hua and his family had left the bar, and the family of four was currently sitting in an Audi 

A8. 

The two lovely wives were sitting at the front, while Ye Hua was sitting at the back and hugging his 

daughter who had dressed up prettily. 

“Daddy, fasten your seatbelt.” 

“Mommy, Aunt Qing, you two have to fasten your seatbelts too, Ah Li is going to supervise you all.” 

After entering the car, Donghuang Li began acting like a small adult, instructing everyone to fasten their 

seatbelts. 

Ye Hua took out a cigarette while laughing. 

Donghuang Li could be seen snatching away her father’s cigarette, “Daddy, you shouldn’t smoke while 

you are in a car. Also, Aunt Qing is still currently pregnant with a baby, it is bad for the baby to inhale 

secondhand smoke. After we arrived at our location, Ah Li will return the cigarette back to daddy. For 

now, Ah Li will help daddy safe keep the cigarette.” 

Upon hearing that, Ye Hua laughed heartily, and the two wives that were sitting at the front also 

laughed. 

Qing Ya said with a smile, “Our Ah Li sure is formidable.” After finished speaking, Qing Ya even gave Ah Li 

a thumbs up. 

Donghuang Li who had received praise became immeasurably happy. 

“Ye Hua, you have to listen to what your daughter said, you should smoke less.” Donghuang Baizhi 

turned her head around and said with a smile. 

Ye Hua wrinkled his brows, “Right now, you two are already only allowing me to smoke three sticks of 

cigarettes a day, how much lesser do you still want me to smoke!” 

“Ye Hua, it’s best for you to stop smoking cigarettes. You are already preparing to have another child 

with Baizhi, and yet you are still smoking every day. Not only should you stop smoking cigarettes, you 

should also stop drinking.” Qing Ya urged. 

After I finished giving birth to my child, I am definitely going to want to have another child. Right now, I 

should get this man of mine to change his bad habits. 

Donghuang Li followed along and said, “Daddy, smoking is bad for your health, you should listen to 

mommy and Aunt Qing.” 

Alright, those three are ganging up to attack me, and I am completely unable to fight back at all. 

“Slowly.” Ye Hua said. From the looks of it, he has come to a compromise. 



Upon hearing that, a gratified smile appeared on Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi’s faces. 

Ye Hua is rather sensible, isn’t he? 

“That’s right, Qing Ya, the house that we bought back then, let’s give that house to little red. In any case, 

I don’t really want to move away from the bar, I feel that it is rather nice to live at the bar.” Ye Hua said. 

Back then, Qing Ya bought a villa, and we were preparing to move over to the villa once the villa had 

been renovated. Right now, it has already been quite a while since the villa had been renovated, but we 

still haven’t moved over to the villa yet. And in actuality, I don’t really feel like moving over to the villa. 

Although this bar is small, this bar has everything that is needed, and furthermore, this bar is filled with 

lots of memories. 

Qing Ya felt the same way too. During the start, Qing Ya didn’t want to live at the bar, and even more, 

she felt that the bar was very dirty and disordered. 

However, after time had passed, Qing Ya was now reluctant to move away from the bar. After all, the 

bar was filled with lots of memories between Ye Hua and her. 

“Alright.” Qing Ya nodded her head. 

Ye Hua opened the car window and allowed the wind to blow into the car. 

While with his eyes squinted, Ye Hua looked at the view outside. 

Although I have stayed here for five years, because I rarely leave the bar, I am totally unfamiliar with the 

roads of this city. 

Suddenly, a huge billboard attracted Ye Hua’s gaze. 

Isn’t this Lie Gu’s wife? Should I consider taking back Lie Gu’s corporeal body? 

Wei Chang stayed at an apartment that was located in an ordinary neighborhood. Furthermore, the 

apartment was rented. 

While looking at the neighborhood, Ye Hua thought to himself, “Should I buy a house for Wei Chang 

too? But, I would then have to ask Qing Ya for money…” 

“The money that I won from gambling is currently all in Qing Ya’s bank, and I was indeed the one who 

gave her all the money. Although I do not have the face to take back the money from her, asking her for 

a bit of money is nothing to be embarrassed about, right?” 

Before Ye Hua and his family had even arrived, Wei Chang brought along Tang Wei and the others 

downstairs and respectfully waited for the arrival of Ye Hua and his family. 

When Ye Hua and his family arrived, Qing Ya immediately spotted a beautiful woman who she had never 

seen before, and she asked curiously, “Ye Hua, is that woman little red’s wife?” 

“That’s right, not bad, right?” 
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Chapter 292: Reward 
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Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi nodded their heads. 

This woman is indeed not bad, she looks really pretty, and her temperament seems pretty good. 

“Eh, is that Uncle Red’s wife? She’s so pretty.” Donghuang Li saw Zi Shan too, and she couldn’t help but 

exclaim. 

However, when Ye Hua saw the attitude that Zi Shan was exhibiting, his brows became slightly wrinkled. 

Zi Shan, you better do what’s best for you and not push your luck! 

If this matter were to be placed in the past, you would have long become a dead corpse! 

A subordinate of a subordinate of mine is someone who would become a respectable person in the 

future, the smartest decision that you can make right now is to seize the opportunity that has been 

given to you! 

The four of them got off the car, and Wei Chang and Tang Wei immediately walked over to wait on 

them. 

Donghuang Baizhi opened the trunk of the car, and immediately, the trunk began dazzling. 

There was a box of gold in the trunk. 

The box of gold was given to Ye Hua by Death Mage. And to be precise, the box of gold originally 

belonged to Donghuang Baizhi. 

After thinking about it, Donghuang Baizhi felt that it was much more practical to give gold. 

“Uncle Green, Uncle Red.” Donghuang Li ran over. 

It has been so long since I have last seen Uncle Green and Uncle Red, their hairstyles have changed, and 

they look much more handsome now. 

Right now, the green and red brothers knew that Ah Li was His Honor’s child, and therefore they didn’t 

dare to anyhow carry onto Ah Li anymore. 

However, Ah Li could be seen stretching out her hands to the green and red brothers, evidently wanting 

to be carried by them. 

“Go ahead.” Ye Hua looked towards the green and red brothers and told them that they were allowed to 

carry Ah Li. This could be counted as Ye Hua’s approval towards the two. 

“Uncle Red, is this aunt your wife?” While looking at Zi Shan, Donghuang Li asked Little Brother Red. 

Little Brother Red chuckled and said, “That’s right.” 

“Then why are you two standing so far away from each other?” Donghuang Li asked confusedly. 

Daddy and mommy always stand very close to each other, and they would always kiss with each other. 

Little Brother Red said while stammering, “This…” 

“Ah Li, Uncle Red is afraid of his wife.” Big Brother Green laughed. 



Donghuang Li nodded her head. So this is the case. 

Donghuang Baizhi held onto the box of gold and walked to the front of the green and red brothers, then 

said with a gentle tone, “Thank you, the two of you, thank you for safely escorting Ah Li to the bar. All 

this time, I haven’t had the chance to give my thanks to the two of you. This is a small token of 

appreciation from me, please do accept it.” 

The green and red brothers were startled. Big Brother Green placed Ah Li down onto the ground, then 

said hurriedly, “Lady boss, this won’t do, it is us brothers’ fortune to be able to meet with Ah Li.” 

“Just accept it, don’t be wishy-washy.” Ye Hua who was sitting in a wheelchair said faintly. 

Since His Honor had spoken, the green and red brothers didn’t dare to continue rejecting Donghuang 

Baizhi’s small token of appreciation. 

“Thank you, boss. Thank you, lady boss.” 

The green and red brothers said sincerely. 

If the two of them didn’t meet Donghuang Li, perhaps, right now, they may still be working in their 

village. It was precisely because the two of them met Donghuang Li that their lives changed 

tremendously. 

This proves that, as long as one followed the correct person, their future would be bright. 

Meanwhile, Zi Shan finally met His Honor’s two beautiful wives. 

Those two are indeed incredibly beautiful. Compared to me, those two are a bit more beautiful. I didn’t 

expect that there would be such beauties in the profane world. If those deities were to know that such 

beauties exist in the profane world, they would definitely come down to the profane world to snatch 

away those two beauties for themselves. 

“Ye Hua, it isn’t convenient to head upstairs with this many of us, so let’s eat outside. While we are 

eating, we can discuss about their wedding.” Qing Ya said tenderly. 

Since the lady boss had already spoken, who would dare to say no? 

Treating her husband’s subordinates to dinner, Qing Ya naturally knew that she had to pick a good place. 

Long’an City was a second-tier city, and there weren’t really a lot of high-end places. 

The First-Rate Clubhouse that Ye Hua and Qing Ya went to last time could be counted as one of the high-

end places in Long’an City. 

Today, the place that Qing Ya made a reservation at was a place that was called Pengyuan Private 

Kitchen. This place wasn’t really luxurious, but it was said that the culinary of the boss was incredibly 

good. Naturally, the prices of the menu items were incredibly expensive. Take for example, a plate of 

egg fried rice costs 99 rmb, and furthermore, the restaurant even had a limit on the number of plates of 

egg fried rice that they would sell every day. 

Qing Ya found out about this restaurant during a time when she went to bought breakfast and 

overheard the elderlies chatting about this restaurant. 



When they arrived at Pengyuan Private Kitchen, there was a frightening long queue outside of the 

restaurant. 

Fortunately, Qing Ya had already made a reservation earlier on. 

Looking at the ordinary-looking restaurant, and although there was a long queue outside of the 

restaurant, Ye Hua couldn’t help but ask, “Is this restaurant really that good?” 

“It shouldn’t be too bad, you can be at ease.” 

Ye Hua naturally believes his wife. Taking the lead, Ye Hua walked into the restaurant, and everyone else 

followed after. 

Don’t say, although the restaurant didn’t look much from the outside, the interior design of the 

restaurant was pretty good, the interior design of the restaurant made the inside of the restaurant 

looked very high-end. 

Ye Hua and his group arrived at a private room that was located on the second floor, and within the 

private room, there was a big table that was just nice able to fit 9 people. 

Zi Shan casually sat down on one of the seats. 

Upon seeing that, Little Brother Red pursed his lips, but in the end, he didn’t sit at Zi Shan’s side and was 

intending to sit together with his big brother. 

“Come over.” Zi Shan said lightly. 

Although Zi Shan’s voice was light, everyone was able to hear Zi Shan’s voice. 

Little Brother Red went into a slight daze, not knowing what Zi Shan meant by what she said. 

Why does she want me to come over to her? Does she want to hit me? But, she isn’t able to win against 

me in a fight though? So, should I retaliate or not? What if I ended up hurting her? 

Big Brother Green said in a low voice, “Just go over if she’s telling you to go over.” 

Little Brother Red slowly walked over to Zi Shan’s side. 

Looking at Little Brother Red, he practically looked like a student who was prepared to get lectured by 

his class teacher. 

“Sit down.” Zi Shan said faintly. 

Upon hearing that, Little Brother Red became exalted. 

Could it be that, my wife has finally thought it through? As expected, Uncle Wei is truly formidable, all 

Uncle Wei did was chat with Zi Shan for a few minutes and Zi Shan has become much nicer to me. 

Looking at Zi Shan’s attitude, Ye Hua was rather satisfied. 

Soon after, one dish after another began being served. Just from the outward appearances of the dishes, 

one could tell that the dishes definitely wouldn’t taste too bad. At the least, while looking at the dishes, 

Ye Hua already had the urge to start moving his chopsticks. 



A chef who was wearing a white chef coat slowly walked into the private room and said to everyone 

while with a smile on his face, “Welcome everyone to Pengyuan Private Kitchen, I am both the chef and 

the boss of Pengyuan Private Kitchen.” 

This person was called Peng Yuan, he was fat, and when he was smiling, his eyes would disappear, 

making him looked rather comical. 

Seeing that everyone wasn’t speaking, Peng Yuan felt a little awkward. Disregarding the awkwardness, 

Peng Yuan began introducing his dishes. After all, the total price of just the dishes that were on the table 

cost over 10k rmb. Regarding the ingredients, there wasn’t much for Peng Yuan to describe, the 

ingredients were definitely all of the best quality because those ingredients were all given to him by his 

system. 

“You don’t have to introduce the dishes anymore, we still have things to discuss.” Not even halfway 

through Peng Yuan’s introduction of the dishes, Ye Hua suddenly said faintly. 

“Eh…” It was still the first time that Peng Yuan had come across such a situation. 

I have opened this store for close to a week, and those customers who had come to my restaurant all 

came with curiosity about my dishes. When I am giving my customers an introduction to the dishes, 

some customers would even ask me to introduce to them the spices that I used for the dishes. 

Looking at the sake of the faces of the beautiful women here, I will forget about this guy’s rudeness. In 

any case, with so many dishes here, it would take me quite a while to introduce everything. 

After the boss left, Ye Hua began moving his chopsticks, and after tasting the dishes and confirming that 

the dishes were indeed delicious, Ye Hua nodded his head and said, “Everyone, eat.” 

Without the boss giving the go-ahead to start eating, how would the subordinates dare to start moving 

their chopsticks? 

Qing Ya asked lovably, “Zi Shan, do you have any requirements for your wedding? If you do, you can let 

me know now, and I will help you.” 

Zi Shan placed her chopsticks down and said lightly, “Thank you, but I do not have any requirements for 

my wedding, I am fine with keeping everything as simple as possible.” 

Qing Ya looked towards her man. 

Why do I feel like this Zi Shan seemed to have been forced into the wedding? 

“Alright, I will get the best wedding planner for you two’s wedding, you two can be at ease.” Qing Ya 

said. 

Little Brother Red thanked hurriedly, “Thank you, lady boss, and thank you, boss.” 

Ye Hua nodded his head, “You are going to be someone who is married soon, you should start taking 

note of your conduct.” 

Is His Honor talking about my hairstyle? This center parting hairstyle looks very handsome, though? 



In actuality, what Ye Hua was trying to tell Little Brother Red was to stop being timid and stop being 

afraid of Zi Shan. 

“I have already finished preparing your house for you. Since Wei Chang’s place is not big, the three of 

you can just go ahead and move over to the house in advance.” Ye Hua said. 

“Thank you, boss!” The green and red brothers immediately expressed their gratitude. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 
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 “Wei Chang, I will prepare a house for you when you get married.” 

Wei Chang and Tang Wei became embarrassed. We haven’t even done it with each other yet, and yet 

His Honor is already talking about marriage. 

“Boss, I’m already used to living in my current rented apartment, if it is possible, instead of preparing a 

new house for me, you can just buy the apartment for me.” Wei Chang said modestly. 

Some things, once you are used to them, you won’t want to abandon them anymore. 

Ye Hua nodded his head, “Sure thing, ask your lady boss to help you buy.” 

Wei Chang, “……” 

Qing Ya rolled her eyes at Ye Hua, then said to Wei Chang while with a smile on her face, “Wei Chang, 

you can be at ease, I will help you buy the apartment.” 

The madam is indeed the most reliable, His Honor is too fond of messing around with others. 

“This restaurant’s dishes are indeed not bad, let’s come here often in the future.” Ye Hua said faintly. 

I have decided, in the future, when going out to eat, I will come to this restaurant. This restaurant’s food 

is truly not bad. 

Upon hearing that, Qing Ya rolled her eyes at her man. 

Little Brother Red could be seen attending to Zi Shan with his heart and soul, pouring water for her at 

one moment, and placing food into her bowl at another moment. Little Brother Red’s service was much 

better compared to a waiter. 

On the other hand, Zi Shan felt that the dishes tasted pretty good. 

I didn’t expect that there would be such food in this profane world, this is truly unexpected. 

After dinner, Ye Hua and his family naturally headed back home, and so did the others. 

The green and red brothers decided to move over to the new house tomorrow, therefore, they were 

going to stay at Wei Chang’s house for one last night. 

Tang Wei appeared to be very happy. 
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I can finally go back to living in a world of two people with Uncle Wei again. I definitely have to cure 

Uncle Wei’s illness, then begin my happy life with Uncle Wei. Just thinking about it is making me feel 

embarrassed. 

In the car, Donghuang Li who had eaten to the point that her small stomach had become a big stomach 

was currently sleeping while lying in her father’s embrace. 

“Ye Hua, why do I feel that Zi Shan doesn’t seem to be in a good mood?” Qing Ya asked curiously. 

Qing Ya’s intuition as a woman was telling her that the woman didn’t want to get married. 

Donghuang Baizhi nodded her head, “En, she seems to have something heavy on her mind.” 

While caressing his daughter’s hair, Ye Hua said faintly, “It is natural for a woman who is going to be 

getting married soon to be a bit nervous.” 

The two women stopped asking any more questions because both of them thought of a question. 

Marriage? When does Ye Hua intend to set up our wedding? 

The four arrived back home, and today, Qing Ya was the one to serve upon Ye Hua. 

Ye Hua knew that it was more or less time for him to become completely recovered. 

Everything has been planned out nicely by me, all that is left is for me to become completely recovered. 

And when I become completely recovered~ Little Baizhi, you won’t be able to run away from me! 

…… 

Currently, deep within a certain forest! 

Clouds gradually gathered above the forest, and suddenly, gales began blowing, and thunder began 

rumbling. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

A big tree was split into two by a lightning, and suddenly, nine lightnings appeared within the sky, and 

the nine lightnings could be seen to be actually intertwining with each other! 

Suddenly, a dazzling white light was emitted out from the intertwining nine lightnings. 

The dazzling white light flashed for a second, and everything returned back to normal. 

However, currently, a figure could be seen to have appeared within the sky. 

The man slowly opened his eyes, and the distinctly clear eyes of the man seemed as if they were able to 

see through everything within the world. 

The man possessed a tall figure and a handsome appearance. A gorgeous robe was worn by the man, 

and the man could be seen to be smirking. 

The man could be heard mumbling to himself, “I, the Demon Emperor, has finally returned! Qing Ya, in 

this lifetime, I won’t let you die a tragic death! Long Aotian, you are completely unworthy of Qing Ya, 

you are practically a beast!” 



“Also, those who have wronged me, I, the Demon Emperor, will come and look for you all one by one!” 

After finished speaking, the man disappeared from the sky, seemingly as if he had never appeared 

before. 

At Wei Chang’s rented apartment, Big Brother Green was currently sleeping on the sofa. 

That little brother of mine is sleeping in the room with his wife, but I wonder if that little brother of mine 

is currently sleeping on the floor or not… 

Big Brother Green guessed correctly, Little Brother Red was indeed sleeping on the floor, and 

furthermore, he slept on the floor of his own accord. 

Zi Shan wasn’t courteous with Little Brother Red and she was currently lying down on the bed. 

Right now, with my powers sealed, if he were to do anything to me, I won’t be able to resist at all. 

But, if he were to really try to do anything to me, I will take that ten steps! 

But then again, two months later, if I don’t become pregnant, wouldn’t I still end up having to die! 

Ye Hua knew that, within this relationship, Little Brother Red would be the one that was submissive, and 

Zi Shan would be the one that was dominant, and thus, he used time to restrict Little Brother Red and Zi 

Shan. During the time restriction, Little Brother Red won’t be the one who would be anxious, and 

instead, the one who would be anxious would be Zi Shan. 

In the end, the result would be that, Zi Shan would have to be the one to push over Little Brother Red. 

Of course, everything above was merely Ye Hua’s own deduction. 

Looking at the current situation, Little Brother Red didn’t dare to even touch Zi Shan. Within Little 

Brother Red’s eyes, such a pretty wife like this has to be properly protected and cherished by him. 

“Are you hungry?” Little Brother Red who was lying on the floor asked with concern. 

Zi Shan who was lying on the bed opened her beautiful eyes and said faintly, “Not hungry.” 

“Then, are you thirsty? If you are, I will go and pour a cup of water for you.” Little Brother Red asked 

another question. 

Zi Shan wrinkled her brows, “I’m not thirsty.” 

Little Brother Red was a bit downcast. Is she rejecting me in a roundabout way? 

“Are you cold? If you are, I will increase the temperature of the air conditioner.” Little Brother Red was 

basically trying to find something to chat about even though there was nothing for them to chat about. 

However, the way that Little Brother Red was trying to start a conversation was very awkward. Which 

girl would like to have an awkward conversation with another person, let alone Zi Shan who was a deity? 

Zi Shan said gravely, “Red, there is no way that I will end up falling for you. Everything is set up by your 

Overlord, and I am merely passively accepting everything that is happening. I have already thought it 

through, I will live as happily as I can through these two months.” 



After listening to what Zi Shan said, Little Brother Red was very dispirited. In the end, after tightly 

hugging onto his quilt, Little Brother Red mumbled, “I understand.” 

After thinking about it, how could a high and mighty deity like someone who is like me? Even with His 

Honor there to suppress her, there is no way that she will end up falling for me. 

I should stop thinking about unrealistic things and just go to sleep. 

With her back faced against Little Brother Red, Zi Shan had decided that she was going to happily live 

through those last two months of her life, then happily depart from this world. 

The night went on silently. 

During the second day, one shocking news after another erupted out in the south. 

The first news was that, Voidless Realm’s empress brought along a brave heroine with her, and the two 

defeated the powerful enemy that was causing havoc in the south, in turning rescuing the south from 

the crisis they were in. 

The moment this news got posted on the forum of the south cultivation world, the post exploded. 

Everyone began praising the empress and the brave heroine. 

Aside from praising the empress and the brave heroine, on the south cultivation world forum, people 

began denouncing Ji Family’s conduct. 

Look at our south’s big power, then take a look at the north’s big power, look at just how big the 

difference between the two is! 

Meanwhile, on the north cultivation world forum, there were different opinions. 

Some felt that the empress shouldn’t have helped the south and should have just let the south get 

exterminated by the powerful enemy. Meanwhile, some others felt that what the empress did was right, 

Also, on the north cultivation world forum, someone even suggested that the empress should unify the 

entire south and north cultivation world and become the cultivation world’s one true empress! And 

surprisingly, such a suggestion actually got a lot of likes. Immediately, the north cultivation world forum 

exploded. 

However, this was just the first news! 

The second news was due to a mysterious person who uploaded a video! 

When the people of the south and north cultivation world saw this video, their expressions froze, and 

only after a long while had passed, then did they come back to their senses! 

Even though the north was hostile with the south, when the people of the north saw the video, even 

they also felt pity for the south. 

Meanwhile, when the people of the south cultivation world saw the video, they started feeling a bit 

dizzy. 



Those are all family heads, and yet, all of them died at Ji Family’s territory! Our south is done for, with 

this, our south’s strength is most likely going to fall back quite a number of years! 

Furthermore, with the sudden deaths of those family heads, families will definitely be undergoing a 

series of internal conflicts, and with this, more deaths and casualties will ensue! 

Our south completely has no hope anymore. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 294: Wives are going out again 

In a bedroom that was located on the second floor of Leisure Bar. 

Ye Hua who was sleeping on the bed was currently happily hugging onto his lovely wife, and his evil 

hands could be seen to have stretched into his wife’s nightclothes. 

Meanwhile, while fast asleep, Qing Ya’s face could be seen to be bright red. However, the arc that was 

on the corner of Qing Ya’s mouth indicated that Qing Ya was having a good dream. 

“Ye Hua, Qing Ya, not good!” Donghuang Baizhi suddenly opened the door and entered the bedroom. 

Ye Hua and Qing Ya slowly opened their eyes. 

Ye Hua said gravely, “Baizhi, as an empress, look at how you are behaving right now! No matter how big 

of a matter it is, I am here to help you deal with it.” 

“Ji Family killed all of south’s family heads!” Donghuang Baizhi cried out in surprise. 

Donghuang Baizhi really wasn’t able to remain calm in the face of such a matter like this. 

To have done such a thing like this, this Ji Family is basically deranged! 

Qing Ya immediately sat her body up, and the beautiful curve of her body was truly alluring. 

“How could this be possible!” Qing Ya also didn’t dare to believe it. 

Ye Hua was very unhappy. 

Looking at this situation, these two are thinking of getting themselves involved in someone else’s matter 

again. Am I going to have to hug onto air again tonight! 

After the two women finished watching the video, they were shocked. 

This Ji Family is so ruthless! 

Qing Ya asked gravely, “What is the current situation?” 

Donghuang Baizhi’s brows were tightly wrinkled, “South’s remaining powers are assembling, and Ying 

Family doesn’t seem to have the intention to do anything. For Ji Family to have done such an outrageous 

act, my Voidless Realm cannot just stay by the side and watch.” 

Ye Hua asked faintly, “May I ask you two heroines a question? Are you intending on leaving a cripple and 

a child at home alone by themselves?” 
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The two women turned their heads around and looked towards Ye Hua. On their faces, there was guilt. 

Donghuang Baizhi pleaded, “Ye Hua, I have to go and deal with this matter. I promise that this will take 

at most only a few days.” 

“En, and since Baizhi definitely won’t be able to handle everything by herself, I will be accompanying 

her.” Right now, Qing Ya felt that it was her responsibility to help the people of this world, and the 

reason Qing Ya felt this way was because of the influence of her blood vessels. 

If Ye Hua were to find out about this, he would definitely regret having directed the big show that 

caused Qing Ya to awaken her blood vessels, which in turn ended up causing Qing Ya to become fond of 

acting as a heroine. 

Seeing that his two lovely wives were intending to go out to act as heroines again, Ye Hua was very 

unhappy as he said coldly, “Go on then, even if I died at home, the two of you wouldn’t even know 

about it!” 

Without choice, all the two lovely wives could do was to act cute. 

“Hmmm~ Hmmm~ Hmmm~” 

“Hmmm~ Hmmm~ Hmmm~” 

One of them took the right side, and the other took the left side. 

“Ye Hua, once we come back, we guarantee that we will properly accompany you, and we will do 

whatever that you ask of us.” Donghuang Baizhi said tenderly. 

Qing Ya who was at the side nodded her head. 

Ye Hua was tempted by the suggestion as he asked gravely, “Really?” 

The two women hurriedly nodded their heads. 

“Quickly go and quickly come back then.” Ye Hua said. 

Right after Ye Hua finished his sentence, the two women disappeared from the bedroom. 

“These two women! I really ought to lock these two women up in the house! This way, their attention 

would then be on me every day!” 

After lying on the bed and thinking about things for a bit, Ye Hua felt that it was time that Ying Family 

should start doing something. 

Although Ji Family has been exterminated, others still do not know about it yet. Right now, campaigning 

against Ji Family is the irresistible trend, and with Baizhi joining the campaign, it doesn’t seem 

appropriate if Ying Family, who is one of the south’s big shots, doesn’t send a few members to join the 

campaign. 

Ye Hua immediately contacted Wei Chang and informed Wei Chang to get Xun Fang to inform Ying 

Family to join the campaign against Ji Family. 

Right after being informed, Ying Family immediately began organizing members to join the campaign. 



The entire south, and even some of north’s powers, while being completely oblivious to the fact that Ji 

Family has already been exterminated, began setting out to Ji Family’s territory. 

Of course, for such a large-scale campaign, it was going to take at least a few days for everyone to reach 

Ji Family’s territory. Therefore, it was reckoned that Ye Hua was going to have to sleep alone for at least 

a few days. 

But, at the least, during those few days, Ye Hua will be able to bond with his daughter and at the same 

time, troll Qing Yutong and Ye Zizi as he wishes. 

…… 

During this day, the green and red brothers moved to their new house, and when they saw the villa that 

was in front of their eyes, they felt like they were in a dream. 

All of a sudden, the two brothers hugged each other. 

Our dreams have finally come true. 

Zi Shan who was following behind the two brothers looked silently at the two brothers as she thought to 

herself, “Just a house is enough to make those two become so excited. Sigh…” 

Towards a deity like Zi Shan, a villa was really nothing to her. However, to the green and red brothers, to 

be able to own a villa was like a dream to them. 

“Zi Shan, are you tired? Let’s quickly enter the house and take a rest.” Little Brother Red said with 

concern. Although Little Brother Red knew that there was no chance for him to get together with Zi 

Shan, Little Brother Red felt that he should still properly take care of Zi Shan. 

Zi Shan shook her head, “I’m not tired.” 

Big Brother Green pulled onto Little Brother Red and said in a low voice, “Let me tell you, you shouldn’t 

always behave so enthusiastically, you have to learn how to play hard to get.” 

“Big brother, the last time you tried to play hard to get, that girl seemed to have never contact you ever 

again.” Little Brother Red felt that his big brother was not as clever as him within the aspect of 

relationships. 

Upon hearing that, Big Brother Green felt very awkward, and he explained, “That time doesn’t count, 

the main reason that it failed that time was because I didn’t manage to properly set everything up.” 

“Big brother, you can be at ease, in actuality, I know that is it impossible for there to be anything 

between me and her.” 

Big Brother Green’s brows became wrinkled, “What’s the matter? Giving up so early?” 

Little Brother Red nodded his head dispiritedly. Soon after, Little Brother Red said with a smile, “Big 

brother, you don’t have to worry about me.” 

“But, His Honor has already said that, if she doesn’t get pregnant in two months, he will personally end 

her life!” Big Brother Green said solemnly. 



Little Brother Red remained silent. 

Big Brother Green let out a heavy sigh. 

I really don’t know if this is a good thing or a bad thing. 

The villa’s interior decoration was imposing and high-end. After all, Qing Ya originally intended to live in 

this villa, and she wouldn’t treat herself unfairly. 

The master bedroom was naturally for Little Brother Red, and Big Brother Green occupied the secondary 

master bedroom. 

Zi Shan followed closely behind Little Brother Red, wherever that Little Brother Red went to, Zi Shan was 

right behind him. After all, Zi Shan had to stay within 10 meters of Little Brother Red. 

In actuality, there wasn’t really much for the three to do when moving into the villa. The green and red 

brothers didn’t really have much to unpack, and Zi Shan didn’t even have anything to bring over to the 

villa. 

However, no matter what, a change of clothes was still needed, right? 

Luckily, the two brothers were currently a little well off financially as they have exchanged a gold block 

for cash. The two brothers only exchanged a gold block for cash as the rest of the gold blocks have been 

given to Wei Chang as a gift by them. 

When Wei Chang received the gift from the two brothers, Wei Chang was gratified, as this proofed that 

he didn’t treat the two brothers well for nothing. 

“Zi Shan, how about going to town to buy some clothes, you have to have some clothes to change into, 

right?” Little Brother Red wasn’t that shy anymore when talking to Zi Shan. 

This Zi Shan is also a pitiful person, there is no need for me to make things difficult for her. 

Zi Shan was aware that she didn’t have any clothes, and right now, with her powers sealed, she had to 

rely pretty much everything on Little Brother Red. 

“Alright.” 

Big Brother Green turned on the television, then said with a smile, “You two can go on and go on a date 

with each other, I won’t act as a light bulb and join the two of you on your date.” 

Little Brother Red’s face turned slightly red as he quibbled, “Big brother, I am merely going out with Zi 

Shan to buy clothes.” 

“En, en, en, buy clothes, right? Don’t forget to buy underwear.” 

“……” 

It is fortunate that big brother reminded me about that, if not, I would have forgotten to buy that. 

Zi Shan’s brows became wrinkled. 



By underwear, he is definitely referring to undergarments. This green head is actually so frivolous! It is 

fortunate that I didn’t pick him! 

After hailing a cab, the two headed towards the urban district. 

Meanwhile, when the cab driver saw such a pair got into his cab, he was very confused. 

After all, in the cab driver’s eyes, the woman was incredibly beautiful, while the man seemed to be 

absent-minded, seemingly like he had done something bad. 

“Young miss, did you run into some trouble?” The old cab driver asked. 

If I’m able to act as a hero and save this beautiful woman, perhaps, this woman may even end up falling 

in love with me. This would be such a perfect chance encounter if such a thing really ends up happening. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 295: Have not returned home for 3 days 

The wind that was blowing into the window lightly blew onto Zi Shan’s face. Right now, Zi Shan had lost 

the imposing aura that she possessed in the past and simply looked just like a delicate woman, which 

was why the cab driver thought that Zi Shan might be in trouble when he saw that Little Brother Red 

was acting a bit strange. 

Little Brother Red didn’t say anything. 

From time to time, Little Brother Red would sneak a peek at Zi Shan. 

Why did she go and offend His Honor? How great would it be if she didn’t offend His Honor? That way, 

she wouldn’t have to die, and even more, she wouldn’t have to end up having to be stuck with me. 

“Young miss?” The old cab driver asked again. 

Zi Shan’s brows wrinkled as she said coldly, “Shut up!” 

Eh… 

Could it be that, this woman is the one who kidnapped the man? This woman is so fierce… 

Forget about it, forget about it, this is not my problem. 

Little Brother Red asked with concern, “Zi Shan, are you alright?” 

While propping onto her chin with her hand, Zi Shan looked outside the window and didn’t respond. 

Seeing that Zi Shan didn’t respond to him, Little Brother Red remained silent. 

Upon arriving at the urban district, the two got off the cab, and right after getting off the cab, Little 

Brother Red and Zi Shan immediately became the center of attention. In actuality, Little Brother Red was 

dressed rather fashionably, and the main reason was because Little Brother Red’s hairstyle was now a 

center-parting hairstyle and was no longer an unconventional hairstyle. 

Of course, the person who was the most eye-catching was Zi Shan. After all, Zi Shan looked really pretty. 

Upon seeing Zi Shan, some youngsters couldn’t help but have the urge to hit on Zi Shan. 
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A handsome youngster that was holding onto something with his hand could be seen suddenly running 

over to Zi Shan. While with a smile on his face, the youngster asked Zi Shan, “Young miss, I have 

something that I want to give to you, do you mind?” 

Zi Shan raised her head and looked at the youngster, then said, “Scram!” 

“……” The youngster had a stupefied look on his face. 

For this youngster to dare to hit on a deity, this youngster was really tired of living. If it wasn’t for the 

fact that Zi Shan’s powers were sealed, this youngster would have immediately been killed by Zi Shan 

the moment he hit on her. 

With an awkward look on his face, the youngster ran away. 

Upon seeing that, Little Brother Red smiled. 

In actuality, this was the first time that Little Brother Red was out shopping with a girl, and he didn’t 

know what he should do. 

Meanwhile, Zi Shan just silently followed along with Little Brother Red. 

“Zi Shan, how about we go into this store and take a look?” Little Brother Red asked. 

Zi Shan lightly nodded her head. 

In actuality, Zi Shan didn’t like everyone. However, although Zi Shan didn’t like Little Brother Red, her 

dislike towards Little Brother Red was a bit less compared to Wei Chang and Big Brother Green. 

“You can go ahead and pick the clothes that you want to buy, you don’t have to keep on following me.” 

Little Brother Red said. 

Zi Shan said faintly, “I’m fine with you picking my clothes.” 

How would a person who was going to die soon have the mood to go and pick what clothes to buy? 

“Handsome fellow, your girlfriend is truly beautiful.” A female employee walked up to Little Brother Red 

and greeted him passionately. 

Little Brother Red laughed dryly, then said, “May I trouble you to help her pick a few sets of clothes.” 

“No problem, leave it to me. With such a good figure, whatever that your girlfriend wears would 

definitely look good on her.” The employee praised. Of course, while praising, the employee couldn’t 

help but envy Zi Shan’s beauty. 

Afterward, Little Brother Red sat on the sofa and began waiting, while Zi Shan walked into the changing 

room and began trying out the clothes that the employee picked for her. 

When Zi Shan walked out of the changing room, Little Brother Red couldn’t help but become stunned. 

Even the employees that were in the store were stunned by how beautiful Zi Shan looked. 

Currently, with her purple hair tied into a ponytail, Zi Shan was wearing western pants and a collared 

shirt. Immediately, Zi Shan turned into a beautiful city girl. Of course, Zi Shan was the aloof kind of 

beautiful city girl. 



“Go and change into another set of clothes.” Little Brother Red said. 

While with her willow brows wrinkled, Zi Shan walked back into the changing room. 

This time, it was a casual attire, skintight jeans adding on with a t-shirt. 

Little Brother Red’s eyes were about to pop out of his eye sockets. 

So Zi Shan’s figure is actually this good… Her legs are so long… And her chest is… good… 

“Cough, cough, cough, go and change into another set of clothes.” Little Brother Red turned his head 

around, seemingly to be embarrassed to continue looking at Zi Shan. 

Zi Shan let out a light sigh as she walked back into the changing room to change into another set of 

clothes. 

“Change.” 

“Change.” 

“Change…” 

“…” 

After changing over 20+ sets of clothes, Zi Shan finally couldn’t take it anymore and asked, “How many 

more sets of clothes do I have to change into!” 

Little Brother Red’s expression collapsed as he said, “But, you didn’t say that you were satisfied with any 

of the clothes that you had changed into.” 

“……” 

The employees held onto their mouths and laughed lightly. 

“We will take all the clothes that she has tried on.” Little Brother Red felt that all of the clothes that Zi 

Shan had tried on looked good, and thus, he decided to buy all of the clothes that Zi Shan had tried on. 

Upon hearing that, the employees let out cries of surprise. 

This young fellow’s family definitely owns a mine! 

Because Little Brother Red bought a lot of clothes from the store, the store was able to deliver the 

clothes to Little Brother Red’s house. 

After paying for the clothes, the two left the store, and right now, Zi Shan was wearing a dress, and she 

looked extremely beautiful wearing the dress. Looking at Zi Shan’s pure white neck, one would feel 

tempted to lick onto her neck. 

“Zi Shan, do you still have anything else that you want to buy?” Little Brother Red asked. 

Zi Shan said faintly, “No, you can do as you see fit.” 

“Then… let’s go and buy a few sets of underwear for you.” 

Zi Shan’s expression sunk. 



I didn’t expect that this red would be this frivolous too! 

After bringing Zi Shan to an underwear store, Little Brother Red stayed outside of the store and waited. 

Little Brother Red didn’t dare to enter the underwear store. 

After about 20 minutes, Zi Shan walked out of the store while carrying a shopping bag. 

“Young miss, you still haven’t pay for your items.” The store’s lady boss ran out of the store and shouted 

out to Zi Shan. 

Little Brother Red hurriedly took out money and paid for the items that Zi Shan bought, then asked Zi 

Shan, “Do you want to go and eat something?” 

“Anything.” 

After arriving at a restaurant, Little Brother Red asked, “What do you want to eat?” 

“Anything.” 

Afterward, towards all of Little Brother Red’s questions, Zi Shan’s answers were all ‘anything’. 

Suddenly, Little Brother Red asked, “Zi Shan, do you want to eat shit?” 

“Anything.” 

Little Brother Red, “……” 

Shortly after, Zi Shan realized just what kind of a question she had just answered to. With an ice-cold 

expression on her face, Zi Shan stared at Little Brother Red, and looking at Zi Shan’s expression, she 

seemed to be saying, “Do you want to die?” 

In actuality, Little Brother Red really wanted to laugh, but he endured. 

“Don’t be angry, I was only trying to make you laugh.” After a short while, Little Brother Red said 

embarrassedly. 

Zi Shan said coldly, “I don’t know about me, but you sure do look happy!” 

Little Brother Red knew that Zi Shan had become angry, and thus, he remained silent and ate his food in 

silence. 

“If there is another time, I will just run away!” Zi Shan said gravely. 

Although I am currently pretty much a prisoner, if I get pushed too hard, I won’t hesitate to end my life. 

Little Brother Red meant good, but the problem was that, his idea of trying to amuse Zi Shan was very 

weird. 

To actually ask Zi Shan if she wants to eat shit? 

It was no wonder that Little Brother Red had been single all this time. 

“En.” Little Brother Red responded. 

After lunch, the two returned back home. 



Right now, Zi Shan only wanted to spend the rest of her remaining time in peace. 

Meanwhile, Little Brother Red still continued on being extremely caring towards Zi Shan. 

…… 

Days passed by one day after another, and right now, Ye Hua has already been sleeping alone for three 

days! 

If it was in the past, Ye Hua wouldn’t feel anything about sleeping alone, but right now, he wasn’t used 

to sleeping alone! No, he was extremely not used to sleeping alone! 

It has been three days and these two women still haven’t returned home! I have already prepared the 

keyboards, when they returned, the first thing that I will make them do is to kneel on the keyboards! 

During those three days, Voidless Realm and Ying Family teamed up to break Ji Family’s barrier. 

Right after the barrier broke, countless people immediately rushed into Ji Family’s territory. 

Everyone wanted Ji Family to give an explanation, and even more, they wanted Ji Family to go into 

seclusion as punishment for what they did. 

However, after rushing into Ji Family’s territory, they discovered that there was not a single person in Ji 

Family’s territory! 

Ji Family must have run away, we came too late! 

With the video as a source of help, everyone began searching for the family heads’ corpses, and sure 

enough, they found the family heads’ corpses buried within a huge pit. 

With this, the video has now been proven to be real. 

“This Ji Family ought to die a painful death!” 

At the scene, there were many relatives of the deceased family heads. When those people saw the 

corpses of their husbands, sisters, or brothers, mournful cries began ringing out at the scene. 

From the looks of it, Ye Hua seemed to have done a good deed. After all, Ye Hua had helped those 

people take revenge on Ji Family. 

Meanwhile, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi arrived at the middle of Ji Family’s main hall, and Ying 

Jingshan could be seen to also be at the scene. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 296: Not far away from being done for 

The moment both parties came across each other, Voidless Realm’s anger level became very high and 

almost got into a fight with Ying Family. 

While looking at Ying Family, Donghuang Baizhi restrained her anger. 

Now is still not the time to settle old scores with Ying Family, there will be plenty of time in the future to 

settle old scores with Ying Family! 
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Everyone was once again awed by how magnanimous the empress was. 

However, Ying Family, on the other hand, sort of seemed to be trying to fawn over the empress, 

especially Ying Family’s family head, Ying Jingshan. If one didn’t know, one would have thought that Ying 

Jingshan was the empress’s servant. 

Right now, three people were standing at the center of the ruins of Ji Family’s main hall and sizing up the 

surroundings while with a grave expression on their faces. 

With deep confusion in her tone, Qing Ya said, “From the looks of it, this Ji Family doesn’t seem to have 

run away from their territory.” 

While with her brows tightly wrinkled, Donghuang Baizhi nodded her head, “En, it seems that someone 

else had been here before!” 

Ying Jingshan did not know Ye Hua’s plan, the mission that he received was to join the campaign against 

Ji Family and head over to Ji Family’s territory, he was completely unaware of the fact that Ye Hua had 

been here before. 

Ying Jingshan could be seen squatting down, then stretched out his hand and touched onto the black 

dust that was on the floor. 

The black dust was Ji Family’s bone ash, and as to why the bone ash was black? That was because the 

bone ash was burnt black by the godly might that exploded forth from Zi Shan. 

Ying Jingshan rubbed onto the black dust with his finger, then licked onto his finger. 

Hmmm, tastes like burnt caramel. From the looks of it, this elder has diabetes. 

Qing Ya looked at the black imprints that were arranged orderly on the floor, then said faintly, “I have a 

bold idea as to what happened.” 

“En?” Donghuang Baizhi responded. 

“Ji Family has most likely been exterminated by someone!” Qing Ya said gravely. 

Ying Jingshan stood his body up, then said gravely, “Indeed, those black imprints are most likely Ji 

Family’s members, and looking at the arrangement of those black imprints, during then, they were most 

likely having a meeting, and while they were having a meeting, all of them were killed in an instant by 

someone!” 

Donghuang Baizhi said gravely, “Who would be able to exterminate Ji Family in an instant! No matter 

what, Ji Family is still one of the three big powers!” 

Qing Ya pulled onto Donghuang Baizhi and said in a low voice, “Baizhi, say, could it be…?” 

“That group of people?” Donghuang Baizhi knew what Qing Ya was trying to say. 

Right now, that group of people is indeed the biggest suspect. 

“Empress, the two of you are currently stepping on two corpses.” Ying Jingshan said with a smile on his 

face, and his expression was very respectful. 



Facing against the two madams, how could Ying Jingshan not be respectful? 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi slightly moved away from where they were standing. 

“Why are those two black imprints here?” Ying Jingshan said confusedly. 

Donghuang Baizhi said gravely, “This imprint is most likely Ji Family’s family head, Ji Zizhen, and the 

other imprint is probably Ji Ji or Ji Teng!” 

Immediately, the three’s brows became tightly wrinkled. 

This is not a good thing. Such a big family like Ji Family was actually exterminated without anyone 

knowing! Furthermore, Ji Family was exterminated in an instant! 

If it was not for the fact that this main hall had been reduced to ruins, I would have thought that the 

entire Ji Family had run away. 

“You two, look at right there!” Qing Ya cried out in surprise as she pointed to the spot that Ye Hua was 

sitting on back then. 

Donghuang Baizhi looked at the surroundings and thought to herself, “According to the arrangement of 

the black imprints, there should be someone sitting at this spot too. And yet, there isn’t a black imprint 

on this spot!” 

Ying Jingshan began walking around the ruins and looked around for clues. 

Suddenly, Ying Jingshan shouted out, “There is something here!” 

The two women walked over, and they saw a thin layer of black imprint on the floor. The thin layer of 

black imprint was Ji Ji who had turned into mere skin. 

“There is a chair over there!” Qing Ya cried out in surprise. 

When Ye Hua left the scene, he didn’t clean up the scene at all. Or to be more precise, Ye Hua’s 

subordinates still haven’t cleaned up the crime scene yet. 

Ying Jingshan moved the chair over to the spot that didn’t have a black imprint, then sat on the chair 

and said, “Back then, someone may have been sitting here, and everyone except for Ji Zizhen, Ji Teng, 

and Ji Ji didn’t dare to move and fight back. However, in the end, no matter who it was, everyone from Ji 

Family died!” 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi nodded their heads. 

This deduction is not bad. However, there isn’t direct proof to support this deduction. 

“Don’t move!” Qing Ya suddenly shouted out. 

Ying Jingshan immediately froze. What does the madam intend to do? 

Qing Ya could be seen squatting down, then placed her fingers into the cracked limestone floor and 

pinched onto something. 

Donghuang Baizhi moved closer to inspect what Qing Ya pinched onto with her fingers. 



The two women could be heard saying confusedly, “Is this, cigarette ash?” 

Ye Hua was currently not far away from being done for. 

Ying Jingshan said gravely, “From the looks of it, the culprit is a smoker.” 

After finished speaking, Ying Jingshan felt that something was amiss. 

Every time when I saw His Honor, His Honor seemed to always be smoking onto a cigarette. 

Furthermore, someone who is able to exterminate Ji Family in an instant… Asides from His Honor and 

His Honor’s subordinates, who else would be able to do it! 

Ying Jingshan’s expression suddenly changed greatly! 

The reason His Honor ordered me to come here was not to cooperate with the two madams, it was to 

help His Honor clean up his tracks and prevent the two madams from finding out the truth of what had 

happened here! 

And yet, I actually provided a number of clues to the two madams! I’m finished! 

“Ying Jingshan, did you think of something?” Donghuang Baizhi asked gravely. 

The color that is on the face of this Ying Jingshan doesn’t look really good, he seemed as if he had 

discovered something. 

“Nothing. Normally when I have nothing to do, I would smoke too.” Ying Jingshan very quickly came 

back to his own senses. As expected of an experienced actor. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi took a look at each other. The first person that came to their minds was 

actually Ye Hua. 

It must be said that, a woman’s intuition was truly scary, especially the intuition of two formidable 

women. 

“Do you two not sense a trace of godly might here?” Ying Jingshan said gravely, and that solemn 

expression that was on his face made it seemed as if he was saying about something that was true. 

In actuality, Ying Jingshan was merely trying to change the topic, but he ended up actually guessing 

correctly, a deity had indeed been here before. 

Qing Ya asked Donghuang Baizhi in a low voice, “How does a deity smell like?” 

“Eh… A deity basically smells the same as the smell that emits out from your body.” Donghuang Baizhi 

said secretively. 

“The smell that emits out from my body?” While with her brows wrinkled, Qing Ya smelled onto herself. 

Hmmm, I smell rather nice. 

Upon seeing that, Donghuang Baizhi laughed lightly, “Qing Ya, the smell that I’m referring to is the godly 

might that is within your blood vessels.” 

“Oh…” 



Right now, Qing Ya was the only one that was able to try to sense if there was really a trace of godly 

might in the scene or not, because only her blood vessels could be counted to be pure. 

Ying Jingshan was a bit flustered. 

If something bad were to happen because I didn’t comprehend what His Honor wanted me to come 

here to do, my entire Ying Family is going to be done for, just like Ji Family! 

“Baizhi, there is indeed a trace of godly might here!” Qing Ya opened her beautiful eyes and said. 

Ying Jingshan was greatly surprised, and Donghuang Baizhi was the same too. 

A deity actually really came down to our world? If that’s the case, everything makes sense now! 

Donghuang Baizhi said faintly, “The deities discovered that Ji Family massacred the family heads, and 

thus, a deity came over to Ji Family’s territory to punish Ji Family. This spot is precisely where the deity 

sat at!” 

The other two did not retort Donghuang Baizhi’s deduction. 

“It has been over a thousand years! The deities have finally appeared once again!” Ying Jingshan’s brows 

were tightly wrinkled. 

The fact that the deities have appeared once again may not be a good thing for us. 

Donghuang Baizhi said confusedly, “Back then when our two families went into war with each other, 

why didn’t any deities show up?” 

“It may perhaps be because our war was just a normal war, while what Ji Family did on the other hand 

managed to cause the deities to become infuriated.” Ying Jingshan explained. 

Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi nodded their heads. 

Thinking back to that video, it is indeed possible for the deities to become infuriated at Ji Family and 

thus decided to exterminate Ji Family. 

Qing Ya asked curiously, “The deity who exterminated Ji Family left right after exterminating Ji Family?” 

Donghuang Baizhi and Ying Jingshan shook their heads, expressing that they do not know. 

“The people that were in the main hall have turned into black imprints, but what about the rest of the 

people from Ji Family?” Qing Ya asked confusedly. 

This is strange, no matter what, Ji Family is still a family that has over ten thousand people, so where are 

the rest of those people? 

Suddenly, the sound of people discussing about something rang out from not far away. 

Quite a number of people could be seen standing in the sky and looking down at Ji Family’s entire 

territory. 
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Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi flew up to the sky too, and Ying Jingshan followed behind the two. 

When looking down at Ji Family while standing in the sky, it was a completely different view. 

Looking down from the sky, all of Ji Family’s buildings could be seen to have been seriously damaged. 

Holes were everywhere, be it the roofs, the walls, or even the ground! 

Thousands of holes were crowded together, and it looked just like a pockmarked face that had all of its 

pores opened. Just looking at the scene was enough to send a chill down one’s spine. 

Qing Ya seemed to be not used to looking at such a scene like this. Soon after landing back on the 

ground, Qing Ya began retching. 

Upon seeing that, Donghuang Baizhi immediately walked over and held onto Qing Ya, “What’s the 

matter? Are you feeling uncomfortable somewhere?” 

“I feel a bit nauseous.” 

Donghuang Baizhi helped stroke onto Qing Ya’s back, and this helped Qing Ya to begin feeling much 

better. 

“I feel that this matter is not that simple.” Qing Ya said faintly. 

Donghuang Baizhi felt the same too, “Even more, I have a feeling that even the deity had been 

exterminated too.” 

“That’s right, I keep having this feeling that we are being encircled by a conspiracy.” Qing Ya mumbled. 

Donghuang Baizhi did not retort Qing Ya, because Donghuang Baizhi had the same feeling too. 

The news of south’s Ji Family having been exterminated by a deity spread throughout the cultivation 

world in no time. 

When everyone heard of this news, they couldn’t believe it. 

After disappearing for more than a thousand years, the deities have finally appeared once again, and the 

first thing that they did after appearing was to exterminate Ji Family! 

This is great! 

This Ji Family deserves to die! The deity who exterminated Ji Family did a great thing! 

To get praised by the humans who he despises, who knows just how Ye Hua must be feeling right now? 

Right now, Ye Hua was currently listening to Wei Chang’s report, and the more he listened to the report, 

the more irritated he felt. 

I, the Supreme Overlord, do not need you all to praise me, all that I need is for you all to fear me! 

“Your Honor, about Jue Tian…?” Wei Chang asked confusedly. 

“He wants to stay at the south to collect information, just let him be.” Ye Hua didn’t really mind what 

Jue Tian wanted to do, and furthermore, Ye Hua was rather trusting towards his subordinates in the fact 

that they wouldn’t worry him too much. 



“But, the place that Jue Tian went to is Zijin City, the water there is deep, it is easy for him to get his 

identity revealed while he is there.” 

Ye Hua laughed lightly, “Alright, Jue Tian will be able to handle it. Moreover, his current identity is a bit 

interesting, Zijin University’s hypnosis professor.” 

“That’s great then, hypnosis is Jue Tian’s forte.” Wei Chang was finally feeling at ease. 

Ye Hua asked, “How is the situation between that little red and Zi Shan?” 

“From little green’s report, the two are being respectful to each other and so far, nothing has happened 

between the two of them.” 

“Let the two of them go and shoot their wedding photos tomorrow, then prepare for their wedding in a 

few days’ time. Zizi is about to start going to school soon, let’s settle everything before she has to start 

going to school.” 

I feel that this Ye Zizi is definitely going to cause trouble when her school starts. Sigh, this is the kind of 

worry that a boss has. It is fortunate that the others are much reassuring compared to Ye Zizi, this Ye Zizi 

is the only one that I have to worry about. 

“Understood!” 

“Find an opportunity to add fuel to their relationship, just like what I did to push Death Mage and Xun 

Fang’s relationship forward. Sometimes, you have to apply pressure to relationships for the 

relationships to advance.” Right now, Ye Hua was rather experienced in the aspect of relationships. If 

Leisure Bar were to close down, perhaps, Ye Hua could open a dating agency. 

“Understood! Your Honor, subordinate still has one more matter to report on.” 

“En?” 

“Pretty much all of south’s family heads have died, and right now, the members of those families are 

currently all fighting to become family heads. However, the main thing is that, now that Dry Zen Sect 

and Traceless Pavilion are no more, right now, Cloud Sect is the only one who had dispatched their 

disciples to the profane world to seal up demons. There are some loose cultivators who had joined 

Cloud Sect in sealing demons, but the number is not much. Those demons all seemed to know what had 

happened and had been appearing rather frequently during those few days. Your Honor, should we do 

anything about this matter?” 

While looking at the city that was in front of him, Ye Hua took out a stick of cigarette, then said faintly, “I 

don’t care about other places, but Long’an City is the place that I am currently spending my vacation at!” 

“Subordinate understood!” 

Long’an City has been rather unpeaceful during those few days. Cloud Sect was situated at the border of 

Long’an City, but because a lot of Cloud Sect’s disciples had been dispatched to the profane world to 

seal up demons, what ended up happening was that there wasn’t really anyone sealing up demons that 

were showing up in Long’an City. 



Wei Chang was intending to revoke Death Mage and Xun Fang’s honeymoon. Also, the green and red 

brothers were definitely going to be dispatched to go and deal with the demons too. After all, Long’an 

City was not a small place. 

After cutting off the connection with Wei Chang, while holding onto a crutch, Ye Hua slowly stood his 

body up. 

Right now, Ye Hua was acting as a ‘crippled’ who was slowly recovering. 

“Daddy~ Come and look at the news~” Donghuang Li could be seen to have dressed up as a little 

princess by Qing Yutong. Donghuang Li was already so pretty at such a small age, who knows just how 

pretty she would become when she grows up. 

As expected of a descendant who possesses super strong genes. 

Ye Hua asked faintly, “Why? What’s on the news?” 

“Daddy, quickly come over and take a look, you will know after you have taken a look at the news.” 

Donghuang Li pulled onto her father and dragged him to the office. The television that was in the office 

was currently turned on to a news channel, and the news channel was currently reporting on news 

regarding Long’an City. 

“We have news to report on, today, a great number of dead fishes appeared on the surface of Hua 

River. Let us have a look at the extremely shocking scene.” 

Ye Hua looked at the Hua River that was being shown on the television. 

In actuality, Hua River was located a few streets away from Leisure Bar, and quite a while back, Ye Hua 

and Qing Ya had even gone to Hua River together for a stroll. 

“Daddy, the fishes are so pitiful.” Donghuang Li pulled onto the corner of her father’s shirt and looked 

pitifully at her father. 

Ye Hua rubbed onto his daughter’s head and said faintly, “Ah Li, all livings things have to face death one 

way or another. Some end up dying a worthwhile death, while some end up getting killed by others.” 

“Were all of those fishes killed by someone?” Donghuang Li asked. 

Ye Hua nodded his head. 

From the looks of it, those fishes’ essences were all absorbed by someone. Although the essence of a 

fish is not much, the essences of that many fishes are not a small amount. 

Donghuang Li could be seen snorting, “Ah Li wants to go and beat up the bad guy who did this!” 

Ye Hua immediately held onto his forehead. Why do my women and my daughter like to go and beat up 

bad guys! Can’t they go and beat up the good guys instead! 

“Ah Li is still small, therefore, Ah Li can’t go out and beat up bad guys.” Ye Hua said. 

Donghuang Li pouted her small mouth and said indignantly, “But, Ah Li can’t help but feel angry! Those 

fishes do not harm people at all, so why would someone go and bully them~” 



“Ah Li, don’t be angry, daddy will go and teach the bad guy who did this a lesson, alright?” Ye Hua had 

no choice but to say that. 

I cannot let my daughter go and act as a heroine too, if not, from now on, those three will go out and act 

as heroines all day long and I will end up being the only one left in this home. 

Donghuang Li pouted her small mouth and said, “Alright then, Ah Li will conceal her strength first, when 

daddy is not able to handle those bad guys alone by himself, Ah Li will then reveal her strength and help 

daddy.” 

Upon hearing that, Ye Hua couldn’t help but smile and pinched onto his daughter’s cheeks. 

I will leave this matter to Wei Chang, a mere small demon is not worthy of me having to go and 

personally deal with it. 

“Daddy, Ah Li recently discovered a very nice cartoon.” Donghuang Li said secretively. 

Ye Hua hugged onto his daughter and asked curiously, “What cartoon?” 

“Popeye the Sailor Man~” 

“Is it nice?” Ye Hua asked curiously. 

“It’s nice~ Ah Li has already watched two episodes~” 

“Quickly play it on the television and let daddy see just how good it is.” 

“En~” 

Just like what Qing Ya expected back then, when Ye Hua has a child, Ye Hua would definitely watch 

cartoons with the child. And furthermore, when watching the cartoons, Ye Hua would have an 

enthusiastic look on his face. 

While Ye Hua and Donghuang Li were watching a cartoon together, Qing Ya and Donghuang Baizhi were 

currently taking charge of south’s general situation and they would still need a few days till they would 

be able to return back home. Those two should most likely be able to make it for Little Brother Red and 

Zi Shan’s wedding. 

Ye Hua had already prepared a box of keyboards, and Ye Hua wants to express, “If you two have the 

capabilities, don’t come back home!” 

Meanwhile, Wei Chang had already passed down His Honor’s orders to his underlings. 

This kind of small matter should naturally be set aside for underlings to deal with, and as for me, I still 

have to continue on researching strategies to push over Xiao Tang. The new term of Xiao Tang’s school is 

going to start soon, and at that time, I won’t be able to meet with Xiao Tang as much as I used to. 

At a certain parking lot that was located at Long’an City, two kinds of sounds were currently emitting out 

from a small QQ car. 

Biubiubiu… 

Hack, slash, hack, slash… 



The people that were in the small QQ car were precisely Death Mage and Xun Fang. 
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The two that were in the small QQ car were precisely Death Mage and Xun Fang. 

After finally not having to manage Ying Family anymore, the two immediately went to the south pole to 

spend their honeymoon, but who knew, only after a few days of honeymoon, they were suddenly 

ordered to come to Long’an City… 

“Can you lower your phone’s volume? I am going to become deaf soon!” Xun Fang shouted out. 

This skeleton, from day to night, all that he knows to do is ‘biubiubiu’ and does not even know to go and 

request His Honor for a corporeal body. 

Death Mage adjusted his phone’s volume to the loudest possible, “Jiejiejie~” 

Imperial translation: “I love it loud.” 

Death Mage’s action caused Xun Fang to become pissed off and Xun Fang immediately began fighting it 

out with Death Mage. 

The small QQ car began shaking intensely, and a squeaking sound was even being emitted out by the 

shaking of the car. Within this empty parking lot, the sound was particularly sweet-sounding. 

After a long while, the two got off the car, and while panting with rage, Xun Fang could be heard saying, 

“If you still don’t go and request a corporeal body from His Honor, you are not allowed to touch me 

anymore!” 

“Jiejiejie…” 

Imperial translation: “You are speaking as if I have touched your body before, shameless.” 

Listening to Death Mage’s tone, Xun Fang knew that Death Mage wasn’t willing to give in and go and 

request His Honor for a corporeal body. 

Hmmph! Let’s watch and see just who will be the one that won’t be able to endure it first! 

If we were talking about willpower, Death Mage was definitely the one who possessed stronger 

willpower. After all, Death Mage had already endured being single for more than a thousand years, so 

what was a few more years to Death Mage? 

Xun Fang looked at her phone. 

“It is not like I don’t look good, so why aren’t there any fans following me?” Looking at her two digits of 

followers, Xun Fang was very vexed. 

“Jiejiejie.” 

Imperial translation: “With that brain of yours, it is already great that your number of followers didn’t 

decrease, and yet, you still want your number of followers to increase?” 
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Xun Fang glared at Death Mage, “Are you speaking bad things about me again!” 

Death Mage turned his head around and looked to the side, having a look on him that was saying, “I 

didn’t say anything.” 

“I want to film a video, help me film it. If my number of fans does not break through two digits, you have 

to go and request a corporeal body from His Honor. I am already tired of living the life of a widow!” Xun 

Fang snorted. 

Others’ girlfriends are all living blissful lives, and yet, I can’t even do anything with my boyfriend! 

Honestly, Xun Fang could be at ease since Tang Wei was there to accompany her. 

If Death Mage had an expression, he would definitely have a look of disdain on his face right now. 

I am not going to go and request His Honor for a corporeal body, I am going to make you become 

anxious to death. 

Death Mage held his phone at Xun Fang. 

Xun Fang could be seen smiling sweetly, her beautiful eyes had turned into crescent shapes, her small 

fists were swaying back and forth, and at the end, she even brushed onto her hair with her hand. 

After finished filming the video, Xun Fang immediately took over the phone and looked at the result of 

the video. 

Xun Fang was very satisfied with the video. 

“Am I beautiful?” Xun Fang asked curiously. 

“Jiejiejie.” 

Imperial translation, “You are the ugliest in history. However, I precisely like people who are ugly.” 

After adding a BGM to the video, Xun Fang uploaded the video. 

“Damned skeleton, you better go and request a corporeal body from His Honor, if not, you are finished! 

I won’t help you top up money for your game anymore!” 

Death Mage spread out his hands, expressing that he didn’t care. 

In any case, the one who is anxious is you, not me. 

Upon seeing Death Mage’s attitude, Xun Fang immediately became angry, and she could be seen 

throwing her purse into Death Mage’s embrace, then walked forward angrily. 

“Jiejiejie!” 

Death Mage wasn’t the one who let out that sound. 

A man with a malevolent look on his face and blood on the corner of his mouth could be seen walking 

out from the corner. Just a look at this man, and one could tell that this man had been possessed by a 

demon. 



“A woman, and a skeleton, just what is the relationship between the two of you?” While with his body 

arched, the man raised his malevolent-looking face and asked. 

Xun Fang shouted out, “That has nothing to do with you! Upon His Honor’s order, I should send you to 

the afterlife!” 

A silvery light flickered, and the man’s head rolled to Death Mage’s feet. 

I, Death Mage, precisely like just how rough and violent this woman is. 

“Your strength is not bad! Unfortunately for you, this is not my main body! The two of you can slowly 

take your time to look for me, hahaha!!!” The head began laughing cockily, and within the empty 

parking lot, for such laughter like this to appear, it made the parking lot appeared very eerie. 

Death Mage raised his foot. 

Thump. 

The watermelon exploded. 

“Jiejiejie.” 

Imperial translation: “Ignorant demons, to actually dare to disturb His Honor’s vacation, you all are truly 

tired of living!” 

Death Mage held onto Xun Fang’s willow waist and was intending to walk back to the car. 

“Don’t touch me, I already said that you are not allowed to touch me, you cannot make me go back on 

my words!” 

Death Mage straightforwardly carried Xun Fang on his shoulder, then walked back to the car. 

…… 

Right now, at the shore of Hua River, two figures were walking on the sidewalk. One of the figures was 

walking at the front, and the other figure was walking at the back. The two figures kept a distance of five 

meters between each other. 

The two figures were precisely Little Brother Red and Zi Shan. 

In actuality, the atmosphere made it seemed like they were on a date. 

Zi Shan who was walking at the back was looking at the Hua River. When the breeze blew onto her 

beautiful hair, it made her appeared very beautiful. 

Little Brother Red stopped his footsteps and looked at Zi Shan who was walking behind him. When Little 

Brother Red looked at Zi Shan, there was something peculiar in his gaze. 

I suddenly don’t want her to become my wife anymore… I am not fit to be her husband at all… 

“Are you tired?” Little Brother Red asked with concern. 

Zi Shan shook her head. 



“How about we head back home?” 

“Aren’t you here to catch a demon?” Zi Shan asked lightly. 

Little Brother Red remained silent. 

Zi Shan said faintly, “Catching the demon is also a part of my responsibility, let’s head down to the 

downstream to take a look.” 

It was the first time that Zi Shan had spoken such a long sentence to him, and towards this, Little Brother 

Red wants to express that he was very happy. 

The two walked towards the downstream. 

At the downstream, there was a bunch of reeds, and of course, along with the bunch of reeds, there 

were mosquitos. 

Naturally, Little Brother Red wouldn’t let the mosquitos bite onto Zi Shan, and he could be seen 

protecting Zi Shan from the mosquitos. 

Zi Shan didn’t say anything, and the two walked towards the deeper part of the reeds. 

“Shh!” Little Brother Red suddenly paused and signaled to Zi Shan to not make any sound, because he 

sensed an aura at the front of him. 

Today, the mission that Uncle Wei gave to me is to exterminate the demon that absorbed the essences 

of the fishes in Hua River. If my guess isn’t wrong, that demon is the person who is right in front of me! 

Currently, the surface of the river was covered in scarlet red blood, and the essences that were emitting 

out from the blood were gathering towards the man’s hands. 

The scene was shocking, not only was the surface of the river covered in scarlet red blood, but there 

were also countless fishes that were floating on the surface of the river. 

After confirming the target, Little Brother Red said in a low voice to Zi Shan, “Don’t stay too far away 

from me.” 

Zi Shan nodded her head. Right now, Zi Shan was just an ordinary human, and all she had was her 

experience. 

Little Brother Red could be seen walking out of the reeds, then shouting out loudly, “Stop what you are 

doing!” 

The man slowly turned his head around and took a look at Little Brother Red, then continued absorbing 

the essences, completely ignoring Little Brother Red’s words. 

Little Brother Red wrinkled his brows. 

This person is very cocky! 

Little Brother Red picked up a stone and threw the stone at the man. 

The man grabbed onto the stone and said gravely, “Leave now and I will spare your life!” 



“Upon His Honor’s order, I am here today to take your life!” 

In the past, when there were matters to handle, Little Brother Red would follow along with his big 

brother, and he would do whatever that his big brother said to do. Little Brother Red was the kind of 

person that would do what he was told and wasn’t the kind of person that would give out orders. 

Wei Chang knew that and thus, this time, he separated the two brothers from each other. 

This little red needs some training. In the future, he is going to have to help His Honor conquer borders. 

This time, the man finally looked seriously at Little Brother Red. As a faint bloody smell began emitting 

out from the man, the man said, “Your guts are very big, however, you shouldn’t try to act cool in front 

of me!” 

“Sorry, I do not know how to act cool.” Little Brother Red was a little nervous, after all, this was his first 

time facing against an enemy by himself. 

The man laughed lightly, “Your skills in acting cool are pretty good, how about becoming my underling!” 

“Where are you from?” Little Brother Red asked curiously. 

Hearing their conversation, it feels as if they were having a casual chat with each other. 

The man said gravely, “I am from the underworld! Where are you from!” 

Little Brother Red patted onto his chest and shouted out, “I am from Dongming Village!” 

The corner of the man’s mouth twitched. This fellow indeed knows how to act cool! 

Little Brother Red wasn’t foolish, just now, he was merely trying to fish out information from the man, 

and as expected, with just a question, he found out where the man came from. 

Underworld? Why have I never heard of such a city? Could it be that this man is from abroad? 

“Young fellow, I am in a good mood today, get out of the way and I should spare your life!” 

“That is out of the question! His Honor has already given an order, you must die today!” Little Brother 

Red’s tone was resolute and decisive, he did not have any intention of backing down at all! 
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Zi Shan who was hiding in the weeds was a bit surprised when she heard what Little Brother Red said. 

I didn’t expect that this little man would have such a side to him, this is truly a bit unexpected. 

Within Zi Shan’s eyes, Little Brother Red was the kind of man who was rather timid. Every time when 

Little Brother Red looked at her, Little Brother Red would become nervous, seemingly just like a child 

who still hasn’t grown up. 

What Zi Shan didn’t know was that, Little Brother Red would only act like this in front of someone who 

he likes. If he didn’t like ZI Shan, he would be able to act even more mature than Zi Shan’s father. 
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Looking at Little Brother Red, the man’s gaze became eerily cold, “I have never killed someone who is 

nameless, what is your name!” 

Little Brother Red’s gaze gradually became resolute as he said gravely, “I am called Yi Hong!” 

“I am called Fiend King! When you head to the underworld, remember to report my name! When those 

little ghosts know that I am the one who killed you, they won’t make things difficult for you!” Fiend King 

laughed loudly. 

Yi Hong swallowed a mouth of saliva, then shouted out, “Alright! If that’s the case, I won’t bully you, I 

will let you have the first punch on me!” 

Zi Shan who was hiding in the reeds was speechless and frustrated. 

Your enemy would never go easy on you, and yet, you are letting your enemy have the first punch on 

you! You are really stupid! 

Fiend King seemed as if he had heard the funniest joke ever and began laughing at the top of his voice. 

Fiend King was laughing at just how ignorant Little Brother Red was. 

This guy is actually letting me have the first punch on him! Young fellow, my punch is not something that 

you are able to withstand! 

My punch is able to split apart a mountain. If this fragile body of yours were to get punched by my fist, 

you would most probably get sent flying into space! 

“Young fellow, I have lived for hundreds of years, and I have never seen someone who could act cool as 

much as you!” Fiend King stopped laughing. 

Although what this guy said was funny, what this guy said was also disrespectful towards me! 

Zi Shan felt the same way too, she had lived for more than a thousand years, and she had never seen 

someone who could act cool as much as Little Brother Red. 

Yi Hong said seriously, “I didn’t act cool, I don’t even know how to act cool.” 

Fiend King, “……” 

Zi Shan, “……” 

Yi Hong was speaking the truth, how would he know how to act cool? 

Fiend King’s expression changed and became serious, “Since you are intending to let me have the first 

punch on you, I should show you what a true punch is!” 

Yi Hong was honest, but he wasn’t foolish. He was clear of his own strength, otherwise, he wouldn’t 

have said such a thing like letting Fiend King have the first punch on him. 

As for why Yi Hong wanted to let his enemy have the first punch on him, it was because he didn’t want 

to feel guilty after killing Fiend King. At the least, if Fiend King punched him first, he could be counted as 

retaliating. 



Zi Shan who was hiding in the reeds was cursing out at Yi Hong in her mind, “Foolish idiot, I have never 

seen such a foolish man before!” 

Fiend King could be heard shouting out, “Powers of the demon gods!” 

A red light rushed forth from Fiend King’s body, and immediately, all of Fiend King’s muscles began to 

bulge, and Fiend King’s veins could be seen to be long and thick. 

“Ghost strength!” Fiend King shouted out again. 

Suddenly, Fiend King’s bulging muscles gradually returned back to normal. However, this wasn’t the sign 

of Fiend King’s power shrinking, instead, what Fiend King was doing was compressing his power! 

The ground began to tremble, and the land that was under Fiend King’s feet could no longer support 

him and was beginning to subside. 

A spiritual pressure spread out in all directions from Fiend King’s body, and the reeds were blown away, 

which in turn caused ZI Shan’s figure to appear in Fiend King’s eyes. 

What a beautiful woman… 

After I killed this man, I will snatch this woman for myself! 

How would Zi Shan who had her powers sealed be able to resist against such a level of spiritual 

pressure? Faced against the spiritual pressure, blood began spilling out from the corner of Zi Shan’s 

mouth. 

Yi Hong scolded himself for being stupid as he immediately appeared in front of Zi Shan and helped Zi 

Shan blocked all of the spiritual pressure. This caused Zi Shan who was behind Yi Hong to feel a bit 

better. 

With her willow brows wrinkled, Zi Shan looked at Yi Hong who was standing in front of her. 

“Ghost Fiend Fist!” 

Fiend King didn’t care that much, after gathering all of his spiritual energy into one point, a majestic aura 

suddenly erupted forth from the point. 

The aura that erupted forth from the point actually transformed into a huge ghost behind of Fiend King, 

and the huge ghost seemed as if it was going to devour the two humans that were in front of it. 

Zi Shan sighed lightly. Seems like I am going to die… So be it then. 

Bang! 

A huge sound that sounded similar to the booming of thunder suddenly rang out. 

Fiend King’s fist landed directly onto Yi Hong’s chest, and immediately, dust began flying everywhere, 

the ground subsided, cracks appeared on the ground, and all of the reeds that were in the area were 

sent flying away. 

Afterward, Fiend King let out a breath. 



When withstanding head-on against this punch of mine, even the Celestial Emperor himself would end 

up with a hole in his chest! 

“It’s my turn now, right?” Yi Hong said as he patted onto his chest. 

Fiend King’s brows became wrinkled. Looking at YI Hong who did not move in the slightest bit, Fiend 

King mumbled, “Just who are you!” 

“I am just a foolish young fellow from Dongming Village who was able to be fortunate enough to receive 

His Honor’s recognition.” 

Zi Shan who was behind Yi Hong finally realized that Wei Chang did not lie to her, Yi Hong was indeed 

very formidable. 

“No, this is impossible! You are definitely a ghost king from the underworld who is currently disguising 

as a human! You are here to capture me, right! I will never go back to the underworld!” After finished 

speaking, Fiend King flew towards the horizon. 

If I don’t run now, when else will I be able to run away! 

Yi Hong did not have any experience in combat, and thus, upon seeing Fiend King run away, Yi Hong 

immediately shot off from the ground and chased after Fiend King. 

“Ah!” A painful cry rang out from the ground. 

Yi Hong who was flying in the sky scolded himself for being stupid as he immediately returned back to Zi 

Shan’s side, “Are you alright?!” 

Just now, the distance between the two of them was at the least 20 meters, and 20 meters was the 

maximum distance that Zi Shan could endure. 

Pfft. 

Zi Shan spurt out a mouth of blood, and immediately, her complexion turned pale, and her body became 

powerless and gradually collapsed onto the ground. 

Yi Hong hurriedly held onto Zi Shan, and he was currently at a loss on what to do, “Zi Shan, you…” 

Back then when Zi Shan tried to test out what would happen if she were to be 20 meters away from Yi 

Hong, during the second step she took after she was already 10 meters away from Yi Hong, she felt as if 

her body was going to explode, and just now, the distance between her and Yi Hong was actually 20 

meters! From this, it could be seen just how grave Zi Shan’s situation was right now. 

Blood continuously flowed out from the corner of Zi Shan’s mouth, and Zi Shan’s body was also 

gradually turning cold. 

Yi Hong was already scared foolish by the situation in front of him, “I… I will bring you to meet His 

Honor… His Honor definitely has a way to save you.” 

“No, don’t.” Zi Shan held onto Yi Hong’s wrist and said. 

Yi Hong sat on the ground, and Zi Shan lied within his embrace. 



Blood continuously flowed out from the corner of Zi Shan’s mouth, and Zi Shan was able to sense that 

she was about to die. 

My organs have dried up and ruptured… There is no hope for me anymore… Well, it’s better this way, I 

guess. 

While lying in Yi Hong’s embrace, Zi Shan looked at the stars that were in the sky, “Profane world’s sky 

sure is beautiful.” 

“I’m sorry… I didn’t mean to do that…” While flustered, Yi Hong wiped onto the blood that was flowing 

out from the corner of Zi Shan’s mouth, but no matter how much he wiped, the blood wouldn’t stop 

flowing out. 

Yi Hong kept on saying sorry while wiping onto the blood that was flowing out from the corner of Zi 

Shan’s mouth. 

Why did I act so impetuously, why did I not think about Zi Shan! 

“Yi Hong, this is not your fault, you have freed me from my worldly worries.” Zi Shan seemed to be 

experiencing her final radiance before death, her gaze became very clear, and an arc appeared on the 

corner of her mouth. 

Tears of remorse were flowing out from Yi Hong’s eyes, and his lips were slightly trembling. 

I hate myself so much, why am I so stupid! 

Zi Shan could be heard mumbling, “Death did not have any interaction with me before in the past. Right 

now, thinking back to the things in the past, some things don’t seem as important as they used to 

anymore. Power and wealth, those were the things that the me in the past sought. But right now… 

haha.” 

After finished speaking, an aura of death covered Zi Shan’s figure. 

Yi Hong did not want Zi Shan to die, but he did not have any way to save her. 

Zi Shan slowly stretched out her hand and lightly wiped onto Yi Hong’s tears. With a calm tone, Zi Shan 

said, “You are much better compared to those people, I did not pick the wrong person. You will find a 

much better woman than me in the future.” 

In actuality, Yi Hong wanted to say that he did not want to find another woman, and that he only 

wanted her. However, no matter how much he tried, he couldn’t utter those words to Zi Shan. 

While looking at the night sky, Zi Shan uttered her last words, “Truly beautiful.” 

Soon after, Zi Shan’s head slowly hung down. 

Upon seeing that, Yi Hong’s body began trembling as he hugged tightly onto Zi Shan’s body. However, Zi 

Shan’s body which gradually turned ice-cold pulled Yi Hong back into reality. 

While hugging onto Zi Shan’s ice-cold corpse, Yi Hong let out a downcast howl of anguish. 

Although she doesn’t like me, I like her… 



“Ah!!!” 

Yi Hong howled in agony towards the sky, and his full strength erupted forth from his body. 

Immediately, the river began surging, the color of the sky suddenly changed, and thunder began 

booming. 

You Cannot Afford To Offend My Woman 

Chapter 300: Youngsters are precisely impetuous 

Ye Hua’s brows immediately became wrinkled. And Wei Chang and Big Brother Green also sensed it. 

Basically, all of the cultivators that were in Long’an City sensed that a frightening aura was spiraling 

around the sky. 

Ye Zizi and Qing Yutong were currently playing with their computer games. 

“Sigh.” Ye Zizi let out a light sigh. 

Qing Yutong asked curiously, “Zizi, what are you sighing for?” 

“Just what is love~ Why do people fall in love with people who they shouldn’t fall in love with~” Ye Zizi 

shook her head. 

Falling in love with someone who you shouldn’t fall in love with, there should be nothing more pitiful 

than this in the world, right? 

Qing Yutong rolled her eyes at Ye Zizi, then looked towards the distance where thunder was rumbling. 

This little red is indeed hopelessly in love with that woman. 

F**k, I look very pretty too, so why isn’t there a man who is hopelessly in love with me. I, Qing Yutong, 

am not pleased. 

Xun Fang who was currently driving the small QQ car stopped the car at the roadside. The two got off 

the car and looked towards the distance where thunder was rumbling. 

Death Mage took out a stick of cigarette, but the stick of cigarette was snatched away by Xun Fang. 

“Can you not smoke at such a sad moment.” Xun Fang said while looking at the distance. 

Death Mage spread out his hands. 

I didn’t expect that master’s new underling would be rather formidable, to actually break through at 

such a moment. 

“Skeleton, if I died, what will you do?” Xun Fang suddenly asked. 

Death Mage went into a slight daze for a moment, then pulled Xun Fang into his embrace. 

Such a thing like this will never happen in this entire life of mine. 

Ye Hua opened the window, then light up a stick of cigarette and looked towards the distance. 

This Zi Shan actually died! 
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What happened? Why did she suddenly die? For little red to let out such a howl, it seems like something 

has happened. However, this is a good thing for little red. 

Lie Gu was currently lying down by a swimming pool, and he could be seen mumbling, “Sigh, what a 

pity…” 

Fiend King who was running away turned his head around and looked confusedly at the black clouds. 

What is this situation? All I did was give you a punch, there is no need for you to become so angry, right! 

At the scene. 

While carrying onto Zi Shan, Yi Hong stood up, and killing intent appeared in his gaze. 

Immediately, Yi Hong disappeared from the spot. 

Fiend King was currently still running away with all his might. 

That aura from just now is too scary, I didn’t expect that an ordinary person would actually possess such 

a formidable strength! 

Fiend King didn’t dare to turn his head around to take a look anymore, right now, all of his attention was 

on running away! 

What is that black dot over there? 

Fiend King was a bit confused, however, as he got closer to the black dot, he hurriedly put the brakes on 

continuing flying forward. 

Yi Hong who was carrying onto Zi Shan appeared in front of Fiend King’s eyes. 

Right now, black gas was being emitted out from Yi Hong’s body, his pupils had turned into pitch-black 

color, and the expression that was on his face was frighteningly calm. 

This version of Little Brother Red was something that even Big Brother Green had never seen before. 

“Just what do you want!” Fiend King questioned gravely. 

That beautiful woman was still alive just a while ago, how did she end up dead in just a blink of an eye? 

Yi Hong asked calmly, “Why are you running away?” 

If he didn’t run away and allowed me to punch him, Zi Shan wouldn’t have died. It is all because of him 

that Zi Shan is dead! Because I chased after him, Zi Shan ended up dying! 

“Big brother, you are more formidable than me, if I don’t run, should I have just stayed still instead and 

wait for you to kill me?” Fiend King had a look on his face that was saying. “Isn’t my action what a 

person with common sense would do?” 

Yi Hong placed Zi Shan’s corpse in the air, then gazed at Fiend King and said, “You have to take 

responsibility for her death!” 

“Big brother, I didn’t even touch her, why should I even be responsible for her death, you are being 

unreasonable!” Fiend King wanted to cry but had no tears. 



I have lived for hundreds of years, and this is the first time that I have come across such a matter. 

Yi Hong shouted out angrily, “I am precisely being unreasonable!” 

And while shouting, Yi Hong punched at Fiend King. 

The speed of the punch was fast to the point that Fiend King didn’t even have the time to react at all. 

Fiend King’s body was sent flying at lightning-fast speed into the ground, and the impact from Fiend 

King’s body caused a huge pit to appear in the ground. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

While with a relaxed smile on her face, Zi Shan’s figure was lightly floating in the air. However, below Zi 

Shan’s figure, booming sounds continuously rang out, and mountains after mountains collapsed due to 

the force that was emitted out from the impact of Fiend King’s body crashing into the ground. 

Currently, Fiend King had already been punched to death by Yi Hong, and pretty much nothing remained 

of Fiend King’s body, Fiend King was truly tragic. 

“Little brother!” In actuality, Big Brother Green had arrived at the scene for quite a while, however, he 

didn’t stop his little brother from venting. After seeing that his little brother had vented, Big Brother 

Green finally couldn’t help but shout out to his little brother. 

Yi Hong turned his head around and looked at his big brother, then shouted out coarsely, “Big brother.” 

Big Brother Green let out a light sigh, then patted onto his little brother’s shoulder. 

Yi Hong immediately hugged Big Brother Green and cried loudly, “Big brother, I caused Zi Shan to die!” 

Big Brother Green patted onto Yi Hong’s shoulder and consoled, “Big brother knows, but big brother 

also knows that you didn’t do it on purpose.” 

“Big brother, this is all because I was thoughtless, I have to take responsibility for Zi Shan’s death… Big 

brother, go on and call the police…” 

Big Brother Green, “……” 

Would the police be able to lock up someone who is able to fly in the sky? 

“Big brother knows that you like her, but the dead cannot be revived.” Big Brother Green patted Yi 

Hong’s shoulder. 

Fate truly likes to toy with people. I heard from His Honor that little brother and Zi Shan were going to 

take their wedding photos tomorrow, and in a few days, it would be their wedding day. 

Yi Hong said gravely, “Big brother, I finally know why the main leads in those television shows would 

become so sad, my heart hurts very much…” 

“Little brother, back then when big brother broke up, big brother’s heart also hurt very much, however, 

life still has to go on, the world won’t stop for even a second just because you are heartbroken.” Big 

Brother Green tried to console Yi Hong by self-mocking himself, the two’s friendship was truly strong. 



“Big brother, His Honor definitely has a way to bring Zi Shan back to life, I will go and plead His Honor to 

bring Zi Shan back to life!” Right now, Yi Hong’s hope was all on His Honor. 

Big Brother Green said gravely, “Yi Hong, calm down! Did you forget who was the one who placed the 

restriction on Zi Shan! Even if she didn’t die today, you would still have to kill her in two months’ time!” 

“If that’s the case, I would rather die for her!” 

“F**k, you have truly gone mad!” Big Brother Green shouted out angrily. 

“Big brother, I’m already 25 years old and I still haven’t dated a girl before. Although she doesn’t like 

me, I am willing to sacrifice myself for her!” Yi Hong looked at his big brother and shouted out. 

It was not easy to admit to liking someone, let alone be willing to make sacrifices for the person that one 

likes. 

Looking at his little brother’s determined attitude, Big Brother Green didn’t know what to say. 

Suddenly, Big Brother Green raised his hand, wanting to give his little brother a slap and wake his little 

brother up. 

“Stop dreaming! What will you get by sacrificing yourself! Do you think that she will even drop a tear for 

you!” 

While looking at his brother’s raised hand, Yi Hong didn’t shrink back. 

Gradually, Big Brother Green lowered his hand, “You are already big enough to make your own 

decisions.” 

“Big brother, can you accompany me to meet His Honor?” 

Towards his little brother’s request, in the end, Big Brother Green nodded his head. 

On the other hand, in actuality, Wei Chang had long appeared beside Zi Shan’s corpse. 

“A man is willing to cry for you, kill for you, and sacrifice everything to save you. As a deity, do you feel 

touched?” Wei Chang asked faintly. 

Within the air, Zi Shan’s primordial spirit gradually appeared. 

Looking at Zi Shan’s primordial spirit, Zi Shan’s primordial spirit appeared to be very weak and seemed 

as if it would vanish at any second. However, at the least, Zi Shan’s primordial spirit was still alive. 

Everything that had happened a while ago, Zi Shan had seen it all with her own eyes. 

Zi Shan didn’t expect that Yi Hong would act like this, and if she were to say that she wasn’t touched by 

Yi Hong at all, she would be lying to herself. 

As a deity, Zi Shan had also dreamed of being protected by a man who she loves. But, up till her death, Zi 

Shan had never experienced such a thing. 

Only after death, when Zi Shan had heard Yi Hong’s howl of anguish and saw Yi Hong’s actions, then did 

she finally felt that something deep within her heart had been triggered. 


